2009 chevy hhr

A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. I originally purchased this used HHR with 75,
miles for it's cargo space. I love that the rear seats fold down flat and even with the cargo area.
Plus the area is humongous! The remote start and heated leather seats are a nice option here in
N. I recently drove it for over 6 hours to visit my grand kids. I never once had to readjust the
seat to get more comfortable during the long ride. The thought never even entered my mind. It
was very windy during the trip and the wind noise at the driver's window was annoying. The ride
was smooth and the gas miles was as expected. We had an ice storm and then snow on top of
the ice. The HHR did not do well on hills under these conditions. In fact the ride was a little
scary. I purchased snow tires for all four wheels. The next day we had more snow, welcome to
N. What a difference with the snow tires. I have a steep driveway that I couldn't get up with the
regular tires. With the snow tires there is no problem at all. The HHR does have two lower gears
you can shift into if needed. However it would have been nice to have a slap shift with the
automatic trans. It would have also been nice to have a couple of USB ports. I'll hve to get an
adapter to fit in the useless cigarette lighter. The pass. This water caused the wires to corrode
and the ecm to go out which caused the windows to get no power. The dealer fixed this under
good will. Then after that the dealer fixed another short and then after a time the key would not
come out of the ignition. The dealer replaced the shifter and the ignition switch and that has
corrected the problem. Since then I had to replace the battery and front brakes. All good now. It
now has , miles and the only reason why I have to put her down is because it has been hit at
least 7 different times since I own her. The first time the door was hit by someone pulling of
their driveway. The back truck door was hit by a car sliding in snow. The left side was hit at
least three times because I had her parked at a corner. The right left side was hit on the top, not
sure how that one happen. The last one was the left side of the passage door was hit by
someone who decided to run a stop sign. I drove this car from Trenton NJ to the Bronx 6 days a
week, and she always came through for me. It was a true wonder. I took her when there was a
recall by Chevy, for the ignition problem but she manage to get through that. Though she was
not the best looking car out there she continue to ride better than any other car. I never fixed the
dents and continue to ride her as is until the last hit. The insurance company because of the
damage "totaled her. I have had two Camarys and they could not even come close. I am
currently looking for another HHR. Chevy did right by me when they made this one. No
problems in over 8 years. Purchased used with low miles. Handles well on Midwest snow and
ice. Electronic steering does not give much feedback, but is precise. Brakes are adequate. Good
upright, supportive seats. Relatively small, vertical windshield may be disconcerting. Easy entry
to front seats. HHR handles heavy loads well. Generally a comfortable ride at highway speeds.
Just got it and the brakes squeak. It seems like it may be a problem. I am not the only one with
it. And it's funny it happened after i bought it, not on the test drive. Didn't like the car when saw
it, but after driving it and getting used to all the blind spots I fell in love. If you are going to get
on the hwy. Turn ac off, You will get more power pick up. Oh yeah, cup holders, what were they
thinking. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the HHR. View Photos.

List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars
1 star. The little wagon that could! Performance Comfort Value. Items per page:. Sponsored cars
related to the HHR. Sign Up. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and
Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. It is equipped with a 4 Speed Automatic transmission. The
vehicle is Victory Red with a gray Cloth interior. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is
available. Stop the madness! Come check it out today! Find out why our dealerships have won
DealerRater. Call, email, or live chat with one of our friendly sales professionals now to
schedule your test drive! Gets 30 MPG. Has 23 service records! Come in and bid to get crazy
deals! Come during the week or early Saturday to sit in, start up, and inspect the vehicles before
you bid. Gates open at 9AM. You can even test drive this car to your own mechanic for
inspection on weekdays Mon-Fri. Its Automatic transmission and Gas I4 2. Includes UPF
Bluetooth for phone. This vehicle has passed our Fitzway point inspection and is Maryland
State Inspected. Call or e-mail today for details! At Broadway Auto Mall we would love to earn
your business! All prices are cash prices; however we do offer a plethora of financing options.
We offer bank financing special financing and on-the-lot financing. We also have a full service
department body shop and detailing available for your convenience. Appraisers are always on
site. If you have any questions feel free to contact one of our friendly sales associates at or
email us and we will be happy to help. It is equipped with a Automatic transmission. The vehicle
is Summit White with a Ebony Cloth interior. Odometer is miles below market average! Please
call to check on availability. Call the Kendall Value Lot at Want more room? Want more style?
This vehicle was engineered to be both economically and environmentally friendly with
exceptional fuel efficiency. The hp base 2. Even the hp turbocharged SS manages 29 mpg
highway with manual transmission and 28 mpg highway with the automatic transmission.
Strengths of this model include Retro styling, fuel efficient cargo mover, FlexFuel-capable, and
flexible interior configuration. Come feel the difference at the all new Chevrolet of Ottawa! Your
home, your business, your farm, your field We'll come to you! Highway miles and in great
condition. A must see and drive. These get such great gas mileage too. All service work is done
and a day warranty makes this a bargain deal. The front windshield is in excellent condition. The
paint is in great shape and condition. No dings are visible on this vehicle. The interior was well
maintained and is extra clean. The exterior was well maintained and is extra clean. The engine is
functioning properly and has no issues. The transmission shifts very smoothly. The brakes are
in great condition. This vehicle has no previous collision damage. The battery is in excellent
condition. A full size spare is included with this vehicle. The car was previously owned by a non
smoker. Ever popular HHR. Well kept. Distinctive retro styling with profiled wheel wells and
running boards but totally versatile for work, hauling, and an enjoyable pleasure to just take off
somewhere and cruise. Loaded with safety features. Automatic transmission. Roomy and quiet
cabin interior. Fold down rear seating for added cargo. Lots for the money. Age shouldn't matter
for this SUV. With our Lifetime Power train warranty you can't lose! This van has just undergone
quite a bit of maintenance and service it is ready to put to use. This unit has new replacement
struts, control arm, brakes, rotors, oil change, wipers, miscellaneous maintenance items and
proper state inspection. This van is very economical, easy to use work vehicle and perfect for in
the city usage parking decks etc. Unit does have a roof rack system and is a very fuel
economical perfect service technicians vehicle. Vehicle is ready to put to work immediately. For
financing assistance with multiple credit unions and lenders in state and out of state apply at
Please realize some vehicles may not qualify with all banks and all out of state situations; feel
free to call ahead to verify. We can provide bill of sale, copy of title, etc. We also accept cash
deals. We assist with transport to all 50 states even outside the country and will be happy to
help with this process. Also, view our website Recent Arrival! At Stephen Wade Toyota, we do
more to insure we offer the most mechanically sound pre-owned vehicles with recommended
maintenance that is up to date. We also use advanced software to shop the automotive
marketplace nationwide everyday. This allows us to competitively offer you the best value one
can find anywhere. Contact our knowledgeable Internet sales team; Brian, Danny, Jessica or
Kris at Stephen Wade Toyota for a priority test drive, or for any information that would be
helpful: You have it made at Stephen Wade! We use state-of-the-art software to price our
vehicles to be the most competitive in the market. If you have found a better value, let us know
about it. We would love the opportunity to keep giving the best values in the market. Contact
our Sales Department at with your questions and to set up an appointment. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles
for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price
and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic Manual 2. Drivetrain
Front Wheel Drive Cylinders 4 cylinders Interior Color Black Gray. Fuel Economy. Vehicle
Listing Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings. Price Drop. No

accidents. Check Availability. New Listing. Close Stephen Wade Toyota - St. Showing 1 - 18 out
of listings. Overall Consumer Rating. The little wagon that could! I originally purchased this
used HHR with 75, miles for it's cargo space. I love that the rear seats fold down flat and even
with the cargo area. Plus the area is humongous! The remote start and heated leather seats are
a nice option here in N. I recently drove it for o
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ver 6 hours to visit my grand kids. I never once had to readjust the seat to get more
comfortable during the long ride. The thought never even entered my mind. It was very windy
during the trip and the wind noise at the driver's window was annoying. The ride was smooth
and the gas miles was as expected. We had an ice storm and then snow on top of the ice. The
HHR did not do well on hills under these conditions. In fact the ride was a little scary. I
purchased snow tires for all four wheels. The next day we had more snow, welcome to N. What
a difference with the snow tires. I have a steep driveway that I couldn't get up with the regular
tires. With the snow tires there is no problem at all. The HHR does have two lower gears you can
shift into if needed. However it would have been nice to have a slap shift with the automatic
trans. It would have also been nice to have a couple of USB ports. I'll hve to get an adapter to fit
in the useless cigarette lighter. Read more. Read less. Sign Up.

